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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Grey Marble Mosaic Tile Arabesque Mosaic Backsplash Wall Tile

Short Description: Our factory utilizes marble and

employs the technique of waterjet technology when

producing our most distinctive decorative mosaic

surfaces which with computer-controlled technology

allows for complicated and flowing or elegant designs.

Model No.: WPM219

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

We specialize in working directly with interior designers, contractors, and project managers

by supplying a variety of stone mosaic tiles. We have three-dimensional mosaics,

herringbone chevron mosaics, penny mosaics, waterjet mosaics, marble inlaid metal mosaics,

etc. This product is a waterjet arabesque mosaic stone tile, which is made of light grey marble

and white marble chips. We use the Carrara White Marble, Carrara Grey Marble, and Thassos
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Crystal Marble to combine these unique marble mosaic patterns. You can give your home or

office a durable and aesthetically finish with this beautiful mosaic product.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Grey Marble Mosaic Tile Arabesque Mosaic Backsplash Wall Tile

Model No.: WPM219

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Tile-size: 305x295mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM002

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Carrara White Marble, Carrara Grey Marble, Thassos Crystal

Marble

Model No.: WPM289

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Carrara Grey Marble, Thessos White Marble

Product Application

We pride ourselves on a commitment to quality and passion for our stone mosaic products throughout

these years. Our factory utilizes marble and employs the technique of waterjet technology when

producing our most distinctive decorative mosaic surfaces which with computer-controlled technology

allows for complicated and flowing or elegant designs. This arabesque grey marble mosaic tile is an

ideal material for interior backsplash wall tiles, such as bathroom arabesque tiles, arabesque kitchen tiles,

decorative mosaic tile backsplash, marble mosaic wall tiles, and so on.



Please keep in mind that variation exists in all natural marble products so it is always best to check one

or two pieces of marble mosaic samples and view the materials you are considering about.

FAQ

Q: What do I need to provide for a quote? Do you have a quote form for product quotes?

A: Please provide the mosaic pattern or our Model No. of our marble mosaic products, quantity, and

delivery details if possible, we will send you a specific product quotation sheet.

Q: What area do your mosaic products apply on?

A: 1. Bathroom wall, floor, backsplash.

2. Kitchen wall, floor, backsplash, fireplace.

3. Stove backsplash and vanity backsplash.

4. Hallway floor, bedroom wall, living room wall.

5. Outdoor pools, swimming pools. (black marble mosaic, green marble mosaic)

6. Landscaping decoration. (pebble mosaic stone)

Q: How about the replenishment

A: Please measure the exact paving area and calculate the quantity of each model before purchasing.

We can also provide free budget service. If you need replenishment during the paving process, please

contact us. There will be slight differences in the color and size in different batches, so there will be a

color difference in restocking. Please try your best to complete the replenishment in a short time.

Restocking is at your own expense.

Q: What is the average lead time?

A: The average lead time is 25 days, we can produce faster for normal mosaic patterns, and the fastest

days we deliver is 7 working days for those stocks of marble mosaic products.


